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Beyond Columns v1.2
http://vetusware.com/download/Beyond%20Columns%20v1.2/?id=14329
Similar to Tetris, except the blocks are always columns of three different patterns, and you must
get three blocks in row of a single pattern to amke them disappear. Requires VGA or MCGA, must
reboot to exit.

Blocks from Hell v1.3
http://vetusware.com/download/Blocks%20from%20Hell%20v1.3/?id=14330
Yet another Tetris ripoff, with a moving background. Interesting screen fade effects. VGA
required.

Gunship!
http://vetusware.com/download/Gunship%21/?id=14336
"Gunship" is a legendary name in the flight-sim community. The original game was designed by
Sid Meier and Andy Hollis and was released by MicroProse way back in 1986. Five years later,
MicroProse released Gunship 2000. Both sims were quite advanced for their time and took flight
simulation to new levels. The new Gunship! was originally entitled Gunship III, but despite its
name, the game preserves little of the spirit of its predecessors. For a game that's supposed to be
the final installment of a venerable series, it's about as anticlimactic as possible.   While Gunship!
is nominally a flight simulator, it's really a flight action game. +++no installation needed. Just click
on gunship.exe. Works perfectly on Windows 7 x64+++I can't get the sound running+++click on
the .reg file if needed+++Manual is included+++

Nyet 3: The Revenge of the Mutant Stones 1.0
http://vetusware.com/download/Nyet%203_%20The%20Revenge%20of%20the%20Mutant%20St
ones%201.0/?id=14331
NYET III is a tetris-like game where you have to survive 126 levels and, if possible, master 21
special tasks as well. The game is divided into 7 blocks with 18 levels each. One block has to be
completed before a new block can be started. The sequence of the levels in a block are, however,
optional. The major aim is to solve all levels but, moreover, the player should earn as much
money as possible to be able to buy as many tools as possible. These tools (called in the
following as "arms") will enable you to master even the most difficult levels.   This Test Version
only consists of 36 levels and 6 special tasks. Distributed in USA by Pearl America Inc.

Ultris: The Ultimate Tetris v2.05
http://vetusware.com/download/Ultris_%20The%20Ultimate%20Tetris%20v2.05/?id=14334
1 or two player Tetris/Columns game. Can be played in both competitive and cooperative.
Requires EGA/VGA. Supports mouse, Adlib.
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